St Margaret’s at Cliffe Curriculum Overview for Class 5 Term 4 2016
ENGLISH

Reading

Art & Design

Writing Composition
To increase their familiarity with a wide range of books, To discuss and evaluate how authors use language,
including myths, legends and traditional stories and
including figurative language, considering the impact on the To retrieve, record and present information from nonfiction.
books from other cultures and traditions.
reader.
To précis longer passages.
To participate in discussions about books that are read to To make comparisons within and across books.
To identify the audience for and purpose of the
them and those that they read for themselves, building To read books that are structured in different ways and
writing, selecting the appropriate form and using other
on their own and others’ ideas and challenging views
read for a range of purposes.
similar writing as models for their own.
courteously.
To predict what might happen from details stated and
To note and develop initial ideas, drawing on reading and
To prepare plays to read aloud and to perform, showing implied.
understanding through intonation, tone and volume, so To summarise the main ideas drawn from more than one research where necessary.
In writing narratives, to consider how authors
that the meaning is clear to an audience.
paragraph, identifying key details that support the
have developed characters and settings in what they have
To recommend books that they have read to their peers, main ideas.
read, listened to or seen performed.
giving reasons for their choices.
To identify the audience for their writing, selecting the Writing Composition
appropriate form and to use other similar writing as
To ensure the consistent and correct use of tense
models for their own.
throughout a piece of writing.
To explain and discuss their understanding of what they To proof read for spelling and punctuation errors.
have read, including through formal presentations and To use expanded noun phrases to convey comprehension.
debates, maintaining a focus on the topic and using
To use brackets, dashes or commas to indicate
notes where necessary.
parenthesis.
To provide reasoned justification for their views.
To use and understand the grammatical terminology
To distinguish between statements of fact and opinion. accurately and appropriately in discussing.
To draw inferences and justify these with evidence from Use passive verbs to affect the presentation of information
the text.
in a sentence.



MATHS



Number / Place Value / Calculation
To recognise and use square numbers and cube
numbers, and the notation for squared (2) and cubed (3).
To calculate and compare the area of squares including
using standard units, square centimetres (cm2).
To multiply numbers up to four-digits by a one- or two
digit number using a formal written method, including
long multiplication.
To multiply and divide whole numbers and those
involving decimals by 10, 100 and 1000.
To multiply numbers up to four-digits by a one- or two
digit number using a formal written method, including
long multiplication for two digit numbers.
To solve problems involving multiplication and division,
including scaling by simple fractions and problems
involving simple rates.
To add and subtract whole numbers with more than
four-digits, including using formal written methods
(columnar addition and subtraction).
To add and subtract numbers mentally with increasingly
large numbers.
To count in Roman numerals to 50.

To use rounding to check answers to calculations and
determine, in the context of a problem, levels of
accuracy.
To solve addition and subtraction multistep problems in
contexts, deciding which operations and methods to use
and why.
To divide numbers up to four-digits by a one-digit
number using the formal written method of short
division and interpret remainders appropriately for the
context.

Measures
To convert between different units of measure (for
example, gram and kilogram).
To understand and use approximate equivalences
between metric units and common imperial units such
as inches, pounds and pints.
To solve problems involving measure (mass) using
decimal notation.

Fractions
To recognise mixed numbers and improper fractions and
convert from one form to the other and write >1
statements as a mixed number.
To add and subtract fractions with the same
denominator and related fractions, write mathematical
statements > 1 as a mixed number.
To multiply proper fractions and mixed numbers by
whole numbers, supported by material and diagrams.

Science
 To be able to explore and
make gears, levers & pulleys
which are all simple
machines using elastic bands
& springs.

Find out how these devices
work & tackle some
enquiries.







Learn about famous modern British architects and
their work.
Improve mastery of drawing through still life
observations.
Develop observational skills.
Develop awareness of shape, size, form and scale.
Adapt and refine our work.
Experiment with colour and tone.

Design & Technology















No history planned for this term

Discerning Internet Use/Spreadsheets









Consider design ideas, considering function and design.
To evaluate and personally seek evaluation from others for others to
measure.
To investigate, disassemble and evaluate a range of musical
instruments in order to learn how they function.
To join and combine materials and components accurately in
temporary ways.
To select appropriate materials, tools and techniques.
Understand and apply the principles of a healthy and varied diet.
Prepare and cook using a range of techniques.
Understand seasonality and know where a variety of ingredients are
grown, reared, caught and processed.

Modern Languages – French

History

Computing




Listen attentively to spoken language and show
understanding by joining in and responding.
Speak in simple language and be understood.
Develop appropriate pronunciation.
Understand basic grammar – gender.
Vocabulary for numbers 1-100, weather, school,
town.
School equipment.
Masculine and feminine article.

Physical Education – Tag Rugby/Dance
Rugby





Acquire the basic skills for tag rugby – handling/passing.
Acquire the basic skills for tag rugby-tackling/sidestepping.
Use attacking and defending skills appropriately in games.
Apply skills and tactics in game situations.

Understand computer networks including the internet; how
they can provide multiple services, such as the worldwide
web; and the opportunities they offer for communication and
collaboration.
Use search technologies effectively, appreciate how results
are selected and ranked. Describe how data can be
transported on the internet.
Describe how a protocol organises packets of data.
Understand computers use binary code to communicate.
To know that a byte is a collection of digital information.
Understand terms such as kilobyte, megabyte & terabyte.
Create and manipulate data in spreadsheets.

Geography







Use the eight points of a compass, four and six-figure grid
references, symbols and key (including the use of Ordnance
Survey maps) to build knowledge of the United Kingdom and
the wider world.
Use maps, atlases, globes and digital/computer mapping to
locate countries and describe features studied.
Understand and find locations using longitude and latitude.
Understand definitions and nature of equator and polar circle.
Understand why we have time zones and how this relates to
the rotation of Earth.

Music








Appreciate and understand a wide range of high-quality live and
recorded music drawn from different traditions and from great
composers and musicians.
Identify contrasting moods and sensations.
Explore different textures using tuned and un-tuned sounds.
Create different effects using combinations of pitched and untuned sounds.
Use ICT to change and manipulate sounds.
Explain how sounds can create different intended effects.
Explore, select, combine and exploit a range of different sounds
to compose a soundscape stimulated by space.

Religious Education –Easter Christianity


Reflect on what is worth celebrating and remembering in their
lives and community.



Express questions and apply own ideas to beliefs about
resurrection, sacrifice, hope and life after death.



Describe the impact of Christian beliefs about sacrifice and
forgiveness on the lives of some Christians.

PSHE – Changing your mindset
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